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Mimmi Blomqvist

Mimmi Blomqvist’s background is in illustration and she recently graduated 
from the University of Arts, Crafts and Design, where she studied ceramics and 
glass. She worked with both materials during her studies, but was particularly 
intrigued by glass, which was a new material for her.  

“I’ve always been a creative person, but the idea of designing furniture and 
objects has gained momentum over time. After my first visit to the studio in 
Kosta, I felt energized and inspired. It’s an awesome feeling to see my idea go 
from sketch to an actual design object in Kosta Boda’s collection.” 
– Mimmi Blomqvist
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7042105
VASE LARGE
H 210 Ø 260 MM
BLUE/ GREY/ GREEN WITH  
COLOR VARIATIONS

Kappa 
Design Mimmi Blomqvist · 2021

Kappa is mouth-blown in a mold and is named after the “bubble” that rises out 
over the edge of the object during the production process.  

“In my first class at the University of Arts, Crafts and Design, we were going 
to blow glass in a mold. I was going to make a drinking glass, but instead 
of cutting off the cap, I decided to leave it on. It was beautiful, wonderful 
and inviting. And it also provided some contrast to the understated shape. I 
developed the idea further with an oversized cap. It’s a matter of course to work 
with circular raw materials these days. That’s why the vase is produced using 
excess glass from the glassworks. The result is a contemporary design object, 
where my intention has been to leave a mark on the present.” 
– Mimmi Blomqvist

• Work with circular raw materials
• Young designer
• Made in Kosta
• Individual color variations

7042104
VASE SMALL
H 160 Ø 200 MM
BLUE/ GREY/ GREEN WITH  
COLOR VARIATIONS
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Bertil Vallien

Bertil Vallien is Sweden’s most acclaimed glass artist; he has won an array of 
awards and his work is richly represented at museums worldwide. Bertil Vallien 
works with a mythical, dreamy and symbolic world of motifs and runs what he 
describes as a research project in close partnership with his team, many of 
whom have worked closely with Bertil for decades.  

Bertil Vallien is primarily known as a master of sand-casting. His solid, deep 
blue-hued boats are part of modern glass history.  

“I enjoy working with themes. Glass has opportunities that no other material 
can offer. It’s like scooping out a volcano, and the molten mass quickly turns 
into ice. The challenge is to capture the look and the light, and to tease out the 
secrets of the glass at just the right moment.” – Bertil Vallien  

Bertil received two major international distinctions this year. Imagine Museum 
named him Artist of the Future and the Glass Art Society (GAS) awarded 
him with the Visionary Award, one of the finest distinctions a glass artist can 
receive. At the Kosta glassworks, Bertil continues to work in search of new 
expressive forms. However, above all he returns to the shapes of the head, 
boat, staff and house.
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7092101
LARGE GLASS 
48 CL 2-PACK 
H 160 Ø 90 MM
CLEAR

7082100
CARAFE WITH CORK LID 
157 CL 
H 265 Ø 108 MM
CLEAR

Picnic 
Design Bertil Vallien · 1967

Picnic was an immediate success when the series originally launched in 
the radical 1960s. Contempt prevailed for the bourgeois demand for large 
tableware sets; people preferred to drink straight from the bottle or from simple 
drinking glasses.  

“I made Picnic to be a simple glass, with no stem or foot in the usual sense. The 
shape and concept result in a refined glass. The stout stem holds liquid all the 
way to the foot, giving the entire glass the color of the drink to hold onto. That 
makes the glass feel more festive than an ordinary drinking glass, and it also 
works well for serving milk on an ordinary Tuesday. With its spout, the carafe 
has a small curl that creates a birdlike appearance, lending it personality and 
character. The series feels highly relevant once again, and it is time now for a 
new generation to experience and delight in the line that was in so many homes 
in the late 60s. Back to basics.” – Bertil Vallien. 

• Classic design by Bertil Vallien
• Series with broad functionality and wide area of use
• Younger, design-loving target group

7092100
SMALL GLASS 
32 CL 2-PACK 
H 136 Ø 77 MM
CLEAR
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7022162
CARAFE 116 CL
H 273 Ø 114 MM
MULTI

7022108
WINE GLASS 30 CL
H 190 Ø 85 MM
MULTI

7022191
TUMBLER 22 CL
H 105 Ø 65 MM
MULTI

Château 40  
Design Bertil Vallien · 1981

Château is turning 40, and we are celebrating with a colorful anniversary 
collection that will only be available during this anniversary year. The exquisite 
and very special colored component neodymium oxide, a rare earth oxide, 
causes the glass to shift in appearance depending on the light source. From 
blue to violet, with hints of other colors, this glass is exclusive and decadent. 
A festive piece to combine with the clear glass in the series. Three cheers for 
Château!

• 40-year anniversary – celebrate with shifting colors
• Increase sales for entire series
• Limited period in 2021

7022121
CHAMPAGNE 21 CL
H 225 Ø 60 MM
MULTI
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Chateau Coupe  
Design Bertil Vallien · 1981

Château was designed in 1981 and has sold over a million copies worldwide. 
The beautiful glass is manufactured by glassworkers at Kosta Glassworks 
in Småland, Sweden. The series is now being expanded with a coupe – the 
perfect piece for elegant gatherings.  

“I had two goals when I designed Château,” says designer Bertil Vallien. First, I 
wanted to make a glass that a machine couldn’t make, that you could see was 
handmade. The optics in the cup and the thin stem. My other goal was to keep 
the design simple, yet elegant.” – Bertil Vallien.

• 40-year anniversary
• Complement to the series
• Made in Kosta

7021235
CHATEAU COUPE 35 CL 
H 163 Ø 98 MM
CLEAR
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Göran Wärff

“The glowing glass in the oven entices me to explore. Each gather renews my 
desire to convey the experience of the magic of glass. To make a piece of glass 
as a carrier of light, sea and air. I want to create a home for light, for warmth and 
for sensuality.” – Göran Wärff

Few artists have the intuition for glass possessed by Göran Wärff, who has 
always treasured classical, masterful expertise in glassblowing and grinding. 
The play of light within the depths of clear glass and the endless optical 
illusions produced as the glass breaks light are frequent themes of his 
productions. Beyond glass itself, his primary sources of inspiration are nature 
and the play of light within it.
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7042103
FADO VASE HIGH
H 330 Ø 250 MM
BLUE/ GREY

7042102
FADO VASE LOW
H 250 Ø 200 MM
BLUE/ GREY

Fado
Design Göran Wärff · 2021

“My Fado series is inspired by Portuguese music, often with themes of longing 
and the ocean.  Fado, with blue or black glass cut onto the blowpipe, has 
stemmed the vase series I call Fado. The idea is to use several gathers of glass 
to emphasize the shape and let it grow into a vase, a vessel for a flower or a 
glass object in its own right.” – Göran Wärff

• Anniversary gift
• Made in Kosta
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7042107
MIRAGE VASE LARGE
H 310 Ø 160 MM
BLUE/ GREEN

Mirage
Design Göran Wärff · 2007

The Mirage series comprises decorative objects for meditation as well as a 
vase. A spectrum of warm colors is reflected in the soft, round shapes. The 
pieces are masterfully made in Kosta with an angled pipe to create the curved 
shapes and a zoom technique is used for the different colors. After cooling, 
Mirage pieces are finished by skilled, experienced grinders. Thus, a Mirage is 
made.  

“Light, my constant inspiration! From a special point, you can experience in the 
Mirage series what happens in my previous series, Saraband. Seeing what isn’t 
there, a phantom Mirage. On hot days at sea, the phenomenon manifests when 
a ship seems to sway over the horizon – a reflection of light, a Mirage.” 
– Göran Wärff

• Anniversary gift
• Made in Kosta

7042100
MIRAGE VASE SMALL
H 210 Ø 145 MM
BLUE/ GREEN


